
HIGH COURT FORM NO.(J) 2 
HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON ORIGINAL APPEAL 

 
IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE, TEZPUR, SONITPUR 

Present: N.J. Haque, LLM, AJS 
Civil Judge 

   Tezpur, Sonitpur 
24th January‟ 2020 

      TITLE APPEAL NO. 16/2018  

     Sri Dadhiram Nath 
 Son of Late Aniram Nath 

    Vill- No.2, Bamunpukhuri 
Mouza- Naharbari, PS- Thelamara 

    Dist - Sonitpur, Assam 
        ----- Appellant/ defendant 
     
                                                 -Versus- 

 
   (1)   Sri Dimbeswar Nath 
    (2)   Sri Girish Nath 
     Both are sons of Late Mohiram Nath 
    (3)   Smt. Dimbeswari Devi 
     D/o – Late Liladhar Nath 
     W/o- Sri Rajen Nath 
     All are residents of village : No.2, Bamunpukhuri 
     Mouza- Naharbari 
     PO & PS – Thelamara 
    Dist - Sonitpur, Assam  
         --- Respondent/ Plaintiff 
    (1)   Sri Bholaram Keot 
     S/o- Late Bokuli Keot 
    (2)   Smt. Akani Keot 
     W/o Late Nomal Keot 
    (3)   Sri Dhiren Keot 
    (4)  Sri Siba Keot 
     Both are sons of Late Nomal Keot 
    (5)  Smt. Soni Keot 
    (6)  Smt. Champa Keot 
    (7)  Smt. Jonmoni Keot 
    (8)  Smt. Runumai Keot 
     All daughters of Late Nomal Keot 
     All are residents of village : No.2, Bamunpukhuri 
     Mouza- Naharbari 
     PO & PS – Thelamara 
    Dist - Sonitpur, Assam 
 
        --- Proforma Respondents 
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This appeal has been preferred U/O-41 Rule 1 & 2 of 
CPC against judgment and decree dated 02-05-2018 
passed by the learned Munsiff, No.2, Tezpur in Title 
Suit No.28 of 2011, decreeing the suit of the 
respondent/plaintiff, and came up for final hearing 
on -04-01-2020. 

 
Learned Advocate appearing for the Appellant : - Mr. P. C. Sarmah, Advocate  
Learned Advocate appearing for the Respondents : - Mr. D. Bose, Advocate 
 

J   U   D G M   E N T 

1. This first appeal has been preferred by the defendant/appellant on being 

dissatisfied with the judgment and decree passed by Ld. Munsiff, No.2, 

Tezpur dated 02-05-2018, vide T.S No- 28 of 2011, whereby the learned trial 

court decreed the suit on contest with cost.  

2. Upon admission of the appeal for hearing, the notice was issued to the 

respondent and the original case record of Title Suit no-28/ 2011 was called 

for and subsequently received. 

3. In order to decide the appeal, let me describe, in brief, the facts leading to 

this appeal:-- 

PLAINTIFFS/RESPONDENT’S CASE 

4. Case of the plaintiff/respondent appears to be in a narrow campus is that the 

plaintiff Nos.1 and 2 and the father of the plaintiff No.3 Liladhar Nath were 

the joint owners, possessors and the title holders of the land measuring 3 

Bighas 3 Kathas 4 Lessas under Dag No.284 covered by PP No.47 of village 

Borati, Mouza- Borgaon, Dist- Sonitpur, Assam. That the father of the 

plaintiff No.3 Liladhar Nath who was the brother of plaintiff nos. 1 and 2 died 

in the year 1998 and his wife Bina Devi also died in the year 2002 leaving 

their only daughter as legal heir and successor Smt. Dimbeswari Devi, who is 

the plaintiff No.3 of this suit and thus, the plaintiffs became the joint owners, 

possessors and title holder of the land. That out of the land measuring 4 

Bighas 4 Kathas 8 Lessas a portion of land measuring 2 Kathas 10 Lessas of 

the said Dag No.277 of PP No.47 of village Borati, Mouza- Borgaon was 

illegally occupied by the defendant on 10-12-2002 and for which a suit being 

Title Suit No.37/2004 was instituted by these plaintiffs against the 

defendant. The lands under 3 dags i.e. under Dag Nos. 276,277 and 284 of 
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Patta No.47 of village – Borati, Mouza- Borgaon were mutated in the names 

of plaintiffs on 08-08-1990 along with Nomal Keot and Bhola Keot i.e. the 

Proforma defendant No.1 and Nomal Keot i.e. the husband and father of the 

other Proforma defendants by virtue of release of share of land in favor of 

the plaintiffs. That land measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 Lessas under old PP 

No.80 Dag No.223 of village Borati, Mouza- Borgaon was sold by Mahiram 

Nath @ Mahindar Nath, the father of plaintiff Nos. 1 and 2 to Sri Nomal 

Chandra Keot and Bhola Ram Keot on 07-03-1973 by registered deed of sale 

being No.1201 of Tezpur Sub-Registry Office and delivered khas possession 

to them but at the time of mutation Lat Mandal and Kanungo and Settlement 

Officer wrongly mutated the whole Patta in the name of Nomal Keot and 

Bhola Keot although the suit land including previous land was all along under 

the possession of plaintiffs. That while the mistake came to the knowledge 

of the plaintiffs No.1 and 2 and husband of the plaintiff No.3 visited the 

office of the Circle Officer, Dhekiajuli Circle and took the Mandal on the spot 

and after verifying the truth and verifying all the old documents of chitha, 

jamabandi and Kutcha Patta mutated the land of Dag nos. 276, 277 and 284 

in the names of Dimbeswar Nath, Liladhar Nath and Girish Nath, all sons of 

Mahiram Nath and Mahidhar Nath by virtue of “Ansha eri dia sutre” though 

the said land ought to have been mutated on “sansodhani and “Uttaradhikari 

sutre”. That the said Title Suit No.37/2004 which was filed against the 

defendant in respect of land measuring 2 Katha 10 Lessas dismissed on 

contest on 29-08-2007. Thereafter, the plaintiff preferred an appeal against 

the judgment and decree passed in Title Suit No.37/2004 before the court of 

Civil Judge (Senior Division) and said appeal being Title Appeal No.30/2007 

was also dismissed by the court of Civil Judge, Sonitpur on 30-06-2008 on 

contest without cost. Thereafter these plaintiffs being highly aggrieved and 

dissatisfied with the impugned decree and judgment have preferred a 

second Appeal being RSA No.5/2009 before the Hon‟ble Gauhati High Court 

and said appeal has been admitted and presenting pending for disposal. 

That defendant with mala-fide intention and ulterior motive taking chance of 

dismissal of the Title Suit and first appeal without any rhyme and reason 

very illegally on 09-10-2010 in association with some other persons forcibly 
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occupied the rest of the land of the plaintiffs under Dag No.277 and also of 

Dag No.284 and took forcible possession of land measuring 7 Bighas 3 

Kathas 2 Lessas under Dag No.277 and 284 which is the adjacent plot of 

land of the earlier suit land 2 Kathas 10 Lessas i.e. on the southern and 

western side of the said 2 Kathas and 10 Lessas of land situated at village –

Borati, Mouza- Borgaon, Dist- Sonitpur, Assam and have stated earth filling 

and also started construction of house with readymade RCC posts. That the 

plaintiffs again on 02-11-2010 requested the defendant to vacate the 

schedule A land but he refused to hand over vacant possession of schedule 

A land removing the structures constructed by him and plaintiffs finding no 

other alternative is bound to institute this suit.     

DEFENDANT/APPELLANT’S CASE 

5. The defendant/appellant contested case of plaintiff by filling written 

statement both in law and facts. The case of defendant/appellant appears to 

be in short campus is that the plaintiffs falsely stated that they are owners of 

total and under Dag Nos.276, 277 and 284 covered under PP No.47 of 

village- Borati, Mouza- Borgaon. That plaintiff illegally sold land of Dag 

No.276 to Sri Bijoy Borah by executing two registered Sale deeds on the 

basis of their illegal mutation. On the basis of illegal mutation the plaintiff 

are not entitled for any relief. That plaintiff are not the rightful owners, title 

holders of the suit land, they have instituted this suit against the defendant 

just on the basis of their illegal mutation in the record of rights (jamabandi). 

That plaintiffs have no right, title, interest and possession in the suit land, 

hence they are not entitled for seeking any relief from court and the suit of 

the plaintiffs is liable to be dismissed forthwith.  That the defendant on 01-

01-1983 occupied land measuring 2 Bighas covered by PP No.47 Dag No.277 

of vill- Borati, Mouza- Borgaon adverse to the right, title and interest of the 

actual owner and nobody obstructed the defendant at the time of taking 

possession. That land was full of ditches so the defendant fill up ditches with 

earth by digging earth in the year 1983 and raised permanent house and 

structures on the land in the year 1983 and possessing the land without any 

interruption from any quarters openly. That defendant has been a running a 

line hotel/dhaba on the land from the year 1983. That defendant in the year 
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1984 occupied remaining portion of Dag No.277 and land of dag No.284 of 

PP No.47. That possession of the defendant is open and everybody of the 

surrounding villages know the defendant has been possessing the suit land 

from the year 1983. As stated above the defendant is in possession of total 

land measuring 7 Bighas 3 Kathas 2 Lessas of Dag No.277, 284 of PP No.47 

of village – Borati, Mouza- Borgaon, PS- Thelamara, Dist- Sonitpur, Assam. 

The title of the defendant ripened in law and due to adverse possession the 

defendants becomes owner of the suit land. 

6. Proforma Defendants by way of filling written statement admitted the entire 

claim of the plaintiffs.  

ISSUES 

7. Upon the pleadings of both the sides the learned trial Court has framed the 

following issues :-  

(1) Whether the suit is maintainable? 
(2) Whether the plaintiffs have right, title and 

interest over the suit land? 
(3) Whether the defendant has been in 

adverse possession of the suit land since 
01-01-1983? 

(4) Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the 
decree as prayed   for?  

 

8. And during trial, plaintiff /respondent adduced both ocular and documentary 

forms of evidences and per contra the defendant side examined one witness 

and exhibited no documents.  

9. After hearing both sides, the learned trial court by the impugned judgment 

dated 02/05/2018 decreed the suit with cost. On being aggrieved and 

dissatisfied with the impugned judgment, the defendant/appellant preferred 

the present appeal, upon the following grounds: -- 

GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

1. That the learned trial court of Munsiff No.2 has erred in law and 
facts in respect of decreeing the suit in favor of the 
respondents/plaintiffs ; 

2. That the learned trial court of Munsiff No.2 committed great 
mistake in decreeing the suit of the plaintiff without appreciation 
of the pleadings stated in the written statement and evidences 
adduced from the appellant‟s side as well as documents exhibited 
by the appellant ;  

3. That the learned trial court measurably failed to appreciate the 
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cross-examination of the plaintiff‟s witnesses examined from the 
appellant /defendant‟s side ;  

4. That the learned trial court committed grave error in giving weigh 
and importance in the plaint of the plaintiffs/respondents and 
evidences of the plaintiffs‟ witnesses ;  

5. That the learned trial court of Munsiff No.2 has framed as many as 
4 number of issues in the suit and all issues are not properly and 
judiciously discussed to arrive at a proper and judicious findings ;  

6. That the learned trial court of Munsiff No.2  has measurably failed 
to frame proper and vital issues on the basis of pleadings of both 
sides ;  

7. That if the issues framed in the suit were discussed properly for 
determining the real questions involved in the suit by the learned 
trial court, the suit ought to have been dismissed ;  

8. That the impugned judgment and decree passed by the learned 
trial court are without due care and proper appreciation of all 
materials as are available in the case record ;  

9. That the learned trial court made grave error in believing the 
statements made by the plaintiffs in their plaint without any 
hesitation by disbelieving the statements of the defendant in his 
written statement ;  

10. That the learned court below framed only four numbers of issues 
for taking into decision for passing the judgment and decree in the 
suit and left some vital issues unframed for passing the judgment 
judiciously and affectively ;  

11. That the learned trial court below made error at the time of 
discussion of the Issue No.2 by deciding the same in affirmative in 
favour of the plaintiffs ;  

12. That the learned trial court measurably failed to appreciate about 
exhibiting any document of conveyance by the plaintiffs in the suit 
to prove that they have right, title and interest over the suit land 
and the same completely unjust and improper, which is clearly 
reflected in para Nos. 17 and 18 of the judgment ;  

13. That the learned court below made great error in taking reliance 
on the evidences of the Proforma defendants, but failed to 
consider that the said Proforma defendants are near relatives of 
the plaintiffs and they have also interest in the suit land ;  

14. That the learned trial court failed to discuss in the written 
argument advanced by the defendant, and without making any 
discussion about the arguments decreed the suit of the 
plaintiffs/respondents ;  

15. That the learned trial court below measurably failed to discuss the 
cross-examination of the plaintiffs‟ witnesses ;  

16. That the learned trial court gave more weigh in oral evidence than 
the documentary evidence in passing the impugned judgment and 
decree ;  

17. That the learned court below passed the impugned judgment and 
decree without applying her judicious mind and or which the said 
judgment and decree is not impartial ;  
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18. That the learned trial court completely failed to discuss that the 
Title Suit No.37/2004 instituted by the same plaintiffs for the same 
nature of land was dismissed and the 1st appeal filed by the 
plaintiffs in this Hon‟ble Court was also dismissed which are 
admitted facts as averred by the plaintiffs in their plaint ;  

19. That the decisions and findings of the learned court below are not 
impartial and the same are under pre-convinced impression and 
idea based on more conjectures, surmises and misconception of 
both facts and law ;  

20. That the impugned judgment and decree is being against equity, 
justice and good conscience, hence, the same is liable to be 
reversed by this Hon‟ble cost with cost ;  

21. That the impugned judgment and decree passed on 02-05-2018 in 
Title Suit No.28/2011 is against the all cannons of justice and 
hence liable to be set aside.     

EVIDENCE OF PLAINTIFF/RESPONDNET’S SIDE 

10. To decide the contentions of the appellant/defendant let us reproduce some 

relevant portions of the evidences adduced by both the sides. PW-1 in his 

evidence-in-chief reproduced his contention of the plaint and exhibited 9 

nos. of documents. In his cross-examination he further deposed that in 

Ext.6, Jamabandi, their names were mutated in the suit land in place of 

Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot by virtue of “Ansha eri dia sutre”. They have no 

document with them regarding relinquishment of the suit land by Nomol 

Keot and Bhola Keot by virtue of “Ansha eri dia sutre”. Ext.3 is the certified 

copy of Jamabandi of Patta No. 15 (old), 22 (new). In Ext.3 the name of 

Mohiram Nath is deleted. He does not know how the suit land is mutated in 

the name of his father. In Ext.6 and Ext.7, Jamabandi, Nomol Keot is the 

pattadar No.1 and Bhola Keot is the pattadar No.2. At present the plaintiffs 

have 7 Bighas 12 lessas of land in the suit dag and Patta. They did not 

inform police when the defendants came to occupy the land.  

11. PW-2 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 

the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 

that the suit land is situated on the south of the Line Hotel of defendants. He 

does not remember from which year the defendants are running the Line 

Hotel. He has not seen any document as regards plaintiffs‟ ownership over 

the suit land.  

12. PW-3 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 

the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 
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that he does not know in what way plaintiffs‟ mutation was made over the 

suit land.  

13. PW-4 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 

the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 

that defendant Dadhiram has a line hotel. A case was pending in the court in 

respect of the hotel possessed by Dadhiram Nath. After the plaintiffs defeat 

in the case, appeal is pending in the High Court pertaining the said case.  He 

know that the first case was concerning about more than 2 Kathas of land 

between the plaintiff and defendant.  

14. PW-5 supported the version of the plaintiff by reproducing the contentions of 

the plaintiff in his evidence-in-chief. He in his cross-examination deposed 

that the suit land may be of 6/7 Bighas. Dadhiram had a line hotel named 

“Gabhoru Line Hotel”. Since last 3/4 years, the line hotel is there over the 

suit land and since then the suit is pending. From that time no cultivation is 

done on the suit land and the suit land is lying vacant since then. There is a 

hotel in one part of the suit and on the remaining part there is a broiler farm 

of Bubuli Nath.  

15. PW-6 deposed in his evidence-in-chief that he has been working as Senior 

Asstt. in RKG, DC‟s office, Tezpur since 2012. He has brought the new 

Jamabandi of Borati gaon under Borgaon Mouza and in the said Jamabandi 

in Patta no.47, the names of (1) Nomol Keot, (2) Bhola Keot, (3) Dimbeswar 

Nath, (4) Liladhar Nath and (5) Girish Nath are mentioned. Ext.6 is the 

certified copy of the Jamabandi of Patta No.47. He has also brought the old 

Jamabandi of Miyadi Patta no. 15 (old) and 22 (new) of Borati gaon, mouza- 

Borgaon. In this Patta names of (1) Jiuram Keot, (2) Keboram Nath, (3) 

Thaneswari Keot, (4) Mohiram Nath, (5) Nomol Ch. Keot and (6) Bholaram 

Keot are mentioned. Out of this, separate patta was made in the name of 

Mohiram Nath relating to dag No. 223 and 225 for 14 Bighas 12 lessas of 

land, by making new patta no.75, and his name was deleted from the patta 

no.15 (old), 22 (new). Ext.3 is the certified copy of the Jamabandi of patta 

no.15 (old), 22 (new), issued from their office. Ext.3 (1) is the note 

pertaining to separation of patta in the name of Mohiram Nath.  Miyadi Patta 

Jamabandi in Ext.3 was prepared before settlement record and it is an 
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„ekchania‟ patta.  Said patta No.75 contains in the Jamabandi Book brought 

by him. In this patta No.75, names of (1) Mohiram Nath, (2) Nomol Ch. Keot 

and (3) Bholaram Keot are mentioned as pattadars. Ext.5 is the certified 

copy of the Jamabandi of Myadi patta no.75, issued from their office. In 

Jamabandi Book, Bholaram Keot is written, but in Ext.5 Powalram Keot is 

written due to some reasons. Patta No.66 contains in the Jamabandi Book 

brought by him. In this, pertaining to dag no.223, name of Mohiram Nath 

was mutated for land measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 lessas out of 8 Bighas 

3 Kathas 5 lessas. Remaining land was requisitioned by government. 

Mutated order in the name of Mahiram Nath was made on 02-05-1944. The 

intervening Jamabandi, between the new Jamabandi and old Jamabandi, 

which is relating to the settlement period, could not be traced out in their 

office.      

16. He in his cross-examination deposed that in the remarks column of the Ext.1 

it was written that as per the order of the Revenue Circle Officer dated 08-

08-1990, mutation is made, by virtue of “Ansha eri dia sutre”, in the names 

of (1) Nomol Keot, (2) Bhola Keot, father of both died, along with Dag 

No.276, 277 and 248, in the names of Sri Dimbeswar, Liladhar, Girish Nath, 

son of Mahidhar Nath. In the remarks column of the Ext.3 it was written that 

as per the order of the Mouzadar dated 20-06-1947, in respect of patta 

No.225 for 9 Bighas 1 Katha 19 lessas of land and in dag No.226, land 

measuring 3 Bighas 3 Kathas 8 lessas, total land 13 Bighas 4 Kathas 7 

lessas, in tabat land, mutation in the name of Jeuram along with Mohiram, 

Numora and Bhola was mutated. In remarks column “Ga” it was mentioned 

that as per the order of the Mouzadar dated 21-06-1947 and by virtue of 

share, mutation was made in the name of Mohiram in dag No.223 and 225 

for 14 Bighas 12 lessas of land, and that become the new patta no.75. In 

remarks column Ext.4 it was written that as per the order of Sub-Deputy 

Collector dated 02-05-1944, in the year 1943-44, vide No.659 by virtue of 

purchase, mutation in the name of Mohiram was made in land in place of 

Jeuram.  

17. PW-7 deposed in his evidence-in-chief that he is working as Lat Mandal of 

Thelamara Circle Office and earlier the area of Borgaon Mouza was under 
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Dhekiajuli Circle Office. Myadi Patta No.47 contains in the Patta book 

brought by him and in the said patta, names of (1) Nomol Keot, (2) Bhola 

Keot, (3) Dimbeswar Nath, (4) Liladhar Nath, (5) Girish Nath, (6) 

Dimbeswari Nath and (7) Bijoy Bora are mentioned. Out of these, mutation 

in the name of Dimbeswari Nath was made as per the order of Circle Officer 

dated 27-11-2006 by deleting the names of pattadar No.4 Liladhar Nath, by 

way of inheritance. Ext.7 is the computerized certified copy of the Jamabandi 

relating to patta No.47, issued by Dhekiajuli Sub-Registry office.  

18. He in his cross-examination deposed that in the remarks column of Ext.7 it is 

written that as per the order of the Revenue Circle Officer dated 08-08-1990, 

mutation is made, by virtue of “Ansha eri dia sutre”, in the names of (1) 

Nomol Keot, (2) Bhola Keot, father of both died, along with Dag No.276, 277 

and 248, in the names of Sri Dimbeswar, Liladhar, Girish Nath, son of 

Mahidhar Nath. This mutation was done by virtue of “Ansha eri dia sutre”.  

EVIDENCE OF DEFENDANT’S/APPELLANTS SIDE 

19. DW-1 has submitted his examination in chief supporting the contentions of 

the written statement and he in his cross-examination deposed that plaintiffs 

have filed a suit against him earlier and suit land was measuring 2 Bighas. 

Order in that suit was passed by this court against the plaintiffs therefore the 

plaintiff had filed an appeal before the Civil Judge court and as the appeal 

was also dismissed the plaintiffs have now filed appeal before the Hon‟ble 

Gauhati High Court and the said appeal is still pending. He has not filed any 

document in this suit concerning the suit land. The owners of the suit land 

are Dimbeswar Nath, Girish Nath and Dimbeswari Devi i.e. the plaintiffs. He 

does not know if the said land of the plaintiff was previously owned by their 

father Mohiram Nath. He has not paid any land revenue of the suit land. The 

plaintiff may pay the rent, but he does not know. He does not know if the 

pattadar Mohiram Nath had sold 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 lessas of land from 

the suit dag-patta to Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot by way registered sale 

deed on 07-03-1973. But he knows that in the Chitha and Jamabandi there 

are names of Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot.  He does not know if after selling 

of land measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 lessas by Mohiram Nath to Nomol 

Keot and Bhola Keot through registered sale deed, the Lat Mandal and 
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Kanango by mistake mutated the entire suit patta land in their names. He 

has a line hotel named Gabharu Line Hotel over the suit land concerning 

which suit was pending since long. He has not submitted any document in 

the suit showing that the said line hotel is there since 1983.  The plaintiff 

have filed the suit against him for about 8 Bighas of land. The dag nos. of 

the said land are 276,277 and 284. The plaintiffs have sold tow plots of land 

measuring 4 Bighas 2 Kathas 19 Lessa and 8 Bighas 8 Kathas and said land 

is under his possession. Many persons were working in his hotel since 1983 

but he has not produced them as witnesses in this suit. He has also not 

made witnesses his neighboring people.   

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS & REASONS FOR SUCH DECISIONS 

20. On careful perusal of the judgment and order passed by the learned Munsiff 

No-1, Sonitpur, Tezpur this court in the forthcoming discussions, shall try to 

the decide the following pertinent questions:-  

1. Whether learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur rightly 

decided and answered the issues no-2, 3 & 4 in favour of 

the plaintiff? 

2. Whether learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur rightly 

decreed the suit of plaintiff providing sufficient reasons? 

3. Whether learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, Tezpur 

appreciated the evidences adduced by the 

plaintiff/respondent properly leaving no stone unturned?  

4. Whether findings of learned Munsiff No-2, Sonitpur, and 

Tezpur are based upon lawful consideration and settled 

provisions of law? 

21. Taking notes, upon the questions formulated by the court in the upcoming 

discussions this first appellate court shall try to answer the questions above 

including the grounds of appeal of appellant in the light of evidence adduced 

by the plaintiff/respondent as well as the appellant/defendant in original suit. 

22. Learned advocate appearing on behalf of the appellant/defendant during the 

time of argument vehemently argued referring the Memo. of Appeal that the 

learned trial court below had committed gross error in deciding the Issue 

Nos.2, 3 and 4 in affirmative in favour of the plaintiff. Learned counsel of the 

appellant further argued that the learned trial court in discussing the Issue 
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Nos.2 and 3 failed to appreciate the real evidence and cross-examination of 

the plaintiff witnesses and accordingly wrongly answered Issue Nos.2, 3 and 

4 against the defendant /appellant.  

23.  Learned advocate appearing on behalf of the appellant further argued that in 

a suit for declaration of title and possession burden always lies on the 

plaintiff to make out and establish clear case for granting such declaration 

and weakness of the case of the defendant would not be the ground to relief 

the plaintiff. Learned advocate appearing on behalf of the appellant further 

argued that revenue record does not confer any title as such the decree 

passed by the learned trial court bases upon miss-appreciation of the 

evidences and liable to be set aside. In support of his argument, learned 

advocate of the appellant referred to one case law styled as Union of India 

and others V. Vasavi Co-op Housing Society Ltd. and others, 2014 

SAR (Civil) 191. 

24.  Per contra, learned advocate appearing on behalf of the respondents raised 

strong objection against the submission of the appellant‟s side and further 

argued that the learned trial court decided and answered Issue No.2, 3 and 

4 rightly and had not committed any error in decreeing the suit and as such 

same is liable to be upheld.  

25.  Having consideration of the points of argument presented before this court 

in the light of objection raised in Memo. of Appeal, this court finds that 

basically the appellant‟s side is raising question against the discussion and 

decision of the learned trial court below in respect of Issue Nos.2, 3 and 4, 

as such for the convenience and proper conclusion of the dispute, this court 

at the outset thinks it deem fit and proper to discuss the Issue No-2 & Issue 

No-3.  

26. Now, coming to the Issue No.2 & 3 that relates to the question as to 

whether plaintiffs have right, title and interest over the suit land 

and Issue No.3 that relates to the fact as to whether the defendant has 

been in adverse possession of the suit land since 01-01-1983, this 

court finds that the learned trial court below in its impugned judgment 

answered both issues against the defendant by deciding those issues in 

affirmative and in favour of the plaintiffs/respondents. Both the Issue Nos.2 
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and Issue No-3 relates to the respective claims of the plaintiff as well as 

defendant over the suit and both the issues are co-relates and as such this 

first appellate court finds it convenient to discuss both the issues together.  

27. Issue No.2 relates to the question as to whether the plaintiffs have right, 

title and interest over the suit land and against the pleadings of the plaintiff 

respect of their claim of right, title and interest, the defendant in written 

statement set forth a plea of adverse possession contending that the 

defendant had been possessing the suit land openly since from 01-01-1983. 

As such, in the forthcoming discussion this court shall try to ascertain the 

plea of plaintiffs in respect of their right, title and interest over the suit land 

and the plea of adverse possession over the suit land in the light of evidence 

on record.  

28.  Prior discussing both the issues above, this first appellate court thinks it 

deem fit and proper to enlighten the respective pleadings of the rival parties 

for proper appreciation of evidence on record. The plaintiff/respondents 

brought the instant lawsuit praying declaration of their right, title and 

interest over the suit land claiming “suit land” to be their own. Plaintiff 

further pleaded that brother of plaintiff Nos. 1 and 2 and father of plaintiff 

No.3 Late Mohiram Nath was the original owner of the suit land and after his 

death, plaintiff became the owner, possessor and title holder of the suit 

land. It is further pleaded that the defendant on 10-12-2002 illegally 

occupied 2 Katha 10 Lessas of land from Dag no.277, PP No.47 against 

which TS No.37/04 preferred by the plaintiff and same was dismissed. 

Subsequently, the plaintiff preferred first appeal before the Civil Judge 

(Senior Division) and same was dismissed and now the said case is pending 

before the Hon‟ble High Court. The plaintiff also pleaded that on 07-03-1973 

Mohiram Nath, father of plaintiff Nos. 1 and 2 sold land measuring 4 Bighas 

3 Kathas 13 Lessas to Sri Nomol Ch. Keot and Bholaram Keot vide registered 

sale deed No.1210 and delivered khas possession but in the mutation record 

names of Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot wrongly recorded in the whole patta 

land of Dag no.276, 277 and 284 and subsequently the plaintiff with the 

Circle Officer after spot verification found the truth, recorded the name of 

the plaintiffs along with Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot by virtue of “ Ansha Ari 
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Dia Sutre‟ instead of Sonshudhoni and Uttoradhikari Sutre”. The plaintiff 

further pleaded that appellant /defendant taking the benefit of dismissal of 

previously Title Suit and first appeal illegally on 09-10-2010 occupied the 

rest of the land of Dag No.277 and 284 and took forcefully the land of 7 

Bighas 3 Kathas 10 Lessas. As such plaintiff prayed for declaration of their 

right, title and interest along with eviction of the defendant from schedule A 

land.  

29.  Per contra, the defendant denied the right, title and interest of the plaintiff 

over the suit land and further claimed that plaintiff brought the instant 

lawsuit only on the basis of the illegal mutation in the settlement record. The 

defendant further pleaded that plaintiffs illegally sold land of Dag No.276 to 

one Bijoy Bora by executing two registered sale deeds whereas defendants 

occupied the suit land in the year 1983 and he has been occupying the suit 

land openly without any disturbance which is known to all. As such he 

prayed adverse possession over the sit land.  

30. Hence, from the pleadings on record, this court finds that primary burden 

lies upon the plaintiffs to establish their right, title and interest over the suit 

land by away of adducing trustworthy evidences and it is the settled 

proposition of law that the plaintiff cannot take the benefit of weakness of 

the defendant‟s case and plaintiff is to stood his own leg first. In this case, 

the plaintiffs/respondents to establish their right, title and interest over the 

suit land adduced both ocular as well as documentary forms of evidences. 

The plaintiff side examined as many as 7 nos. of witnesses and exhibited 

following documents :  

  Ext.1  : Photo copy of Katcha Patta showing land      

     revenue in name of Sri Mohiram Nath of Patta  

     No.80      

  Ext.2  : Photo copy of certified copy of Chitta of  
     different dags  
  Ext.3  : Photo copy of certified copy of Jamabandi of PP  
     No.22 (new) 
 Ext.4  : Photo copy of certified copy of Jamabandi of PP  
     No.66 (new) 
 Ext.5  : Photo copy of certified copy of Jamabandi of PP  
     No.75 (new) 
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 Ext.6 and 7 : Photo copy of certified copies of Jamabandi of  
     PP No.47 
 Ext.8  : Certificate of mutation in the name of Girish  
     Nag 
 Ext.9  : Certificate of demarcation and possession of  
     land by Gaon Bura 
 Ext.10-10(3) : Photo copy of land revenue paid receipt 
 Ext.11  : Photo copy of certified copy of mutation in the  
     name of Sri Bijay Borah & 
 Ext.12  : Photo copy of land revenue paid receipt 
 Ext.13  : Sale deed. 

31.  On meticulous appreciation of evidences on record, this court finds that 

plaintiff‟s claim over the suit land as joint owners, possessors and holders 

orally supported and corroborated by PW-1, PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4 and the 

defendant side during their cross-examination failed to dismantle their 

credence. The plaintiffs claimed in their pleading that their father late 

Mahiram Nath sold 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 Lessas of land under PP No.80, Dag 

No.223 to Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot vide registered sale deed No.1201 but 

at the time of mutation due to bonafide mistake, the entire land of said dag 

& patta was mutated in the name of Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot. The 

plaintiffs have failed to exhibit the sale deed No.1201 but non-exhibit of such 

sale deed does not make any difference to the case of the plaintiffs as Bhola 

Keot and Nomol Keot being Proforma defendants in their written statement 

admitted that they have purchased land measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 

Lessas vide registered sale deed No.1201 from the plaintiffs. They further 

admitted that due to bonafide mistake the entire land of the plaintiffs were 

being recorded in their names and subsequently they have corrected the 

mutation entries and it was mentioned there „Ansha eri dia sutre‟ but that 

ought to have been „Uttoradhikari sutre‟. As such, it is seen that Proforma 

defendants in their written statement and Bhola Keot in his evidence 

admitted the pleadings of the plaintiff in respect of recording of the names 

of Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot by the dint of registered sale deed over the 

entire suit land in respect of their purchased land measuring 4 Bighas 3 

Kathas 13 Lessas and subsequently it has been corrected as „Ansha eri dia 

sutre‟ in the name of plaintiffs instead of „Uttoradhikari sutre‟. It is the well 

settled principles of law that admitted facts needs no further proof. Hence, it 

is seen that claim of the plaintiffs admitted by the Proforma defendants and 
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as such same not required further proof. PW-1, PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4 by 

adducing oral evidences corroborated and supported that defendant illegally 

occupied the suit land in the year 2010 and during their cross-examination 

they also admitted that there was an earlier suit instituted by the plaintiffs 

against the defendant Dadhiram Nath in respect of land measuring 2 Kathas 

10 Lessas and the said suit was dismissed in the original court and thereafter 

in the first appellate court and now the case is pending before the Hon‟ble 

Gauhati High Court. The fact of possessing the disputed property since 2010 

were being corroborated by the plaintiff witnesses. That part of their 

evidences not being rip to pieces by the defendant side by way of bringing 

out any sort of material contradictions. PW-1 and PW-7 during their cross-

examination deposed that the names of Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot 

recorded in the Jamabandi over the Dag Nos.276, 277, 284 and 

subsequently it has been corrected in the name of plaintiffs and both Nomol 

Keot and Bhola Keot as „Ansha eri dia sutre‟ . PW-1 admitted that there is no 

document of „Ansha eri dia sutre‟ in their possession. It is obvious and 

crystal clear from the evidence on record that plaintiffs sold out land 

measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 Lessas in favour of Nomol Keot and Bhola 

Keot and names of both the purchasers recorded as „Ansha eri dia sutre‟ in 

the name of plaintiff although it ought to have been „uttoradhikari sutre‟. 

Why „uttoradhikari sutre‟ that question needs to be answered on the basis of 

documentary forms of evidences in the light of evidence presented by PW-6 

official witness. PW-6 in adducing evidence before this court proved Ext.3 

and Ext.5 documents and as per Ext.3 and Ext.5, it disclosed before this 

court that officially names of the plaintiffs‟ predecessor Mahiram was 

recorded over the disputed property and subsequently the name of Bhola 

Keot and Nomol Keot recorded in his place. If so then Mohiram Nath, the 

deceased brother of the plaintiff Nos. 1 and 2 and father of plaintiff No.3 

ostensibly not sold any land to Bhola Keot and Nomol Keot. If so how the 

land recorded in the names of Bhola Keot and Nomol Keot. It appears to be 

candid that immediately after the plaintiff Nos. 1 and 2 sold land measuring 

4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 Lessas the names of Bhola Keot and Nomol Keot 

recorded over the suit land. Subsequently, as per Ext.7 document the name 
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of plaintiffs were being recorded as „Ansha eri dia sutre‟ over the suit 

property although which ought to have been „uttoradhikari sutre‟ and such 

facts supported and corroborated by Proforma defendants in their written 

statement and evidences. Hence, in the light of aforesaid discussion this 

court finds that the pleadings of the plaintiffs appears to be truthful in 

respect of ownership of their predecessor Mohiram Nath and subsequently 

after death of their predecessor, names of the plaintiffs duly been recorded 

over the suit land although mistakenly names of Bhola Keot and Nomol Keot 

recorded over the entire suit land but subsequently, it has been corrected as 

„Ansha eri dia sutre‟ instead of „uttoradhikari sutre‟. The land receipt and 

other proof of land holding certificate exhibited makes it resounding that the 

suit property belongs to Dag nos.276, 277 and 284 earlier recorded in the 

name of Mohiram Nath and subsequently names of purchasers recorded in 

place of Mohiram Nath and thereafter names of plaintiffs were inserted in 

place of said Mahiram Nath and plaintiffs are paying the regular revenue 

rents. Hence, from the aforesaid discussions, this court finds that the 

plaintiffs have discharged their burden to the required extent and balance of 

probability established in favour of the plaintiffs/respondents.  

32.  Now, coming to the plea of adverse possession it disclosed before this court 

that the defendant in his written statement in para No.13 stated that he 

occupied the land measuring 2 Bighas covered by PP No.47 of Dag No.277 

adverse to the right, title and interest of the actual owner and the defendant 

has been running a line hotel/dhaba on the land from the year 1983 and 

later he occupied remaining portion of dag No.277 and land of dag no.284 of 

PP No.47. So, in total the defendant has been in possession of total land 

measuring 7 Bighas 3 Kathas 2 lessas of dag No.277, 284 of PP No.47 and 

the possession of the defendant is open and everybody of the surrounding 

villagers knows about it. As such it is seen that defendant put forwarded a 

plea of adverse possession over the suit land and prior discussing the plea of 

adverse possession let us try to understand what actually needs to be 

established where a party put forwarded the plea of adverse possession.  

33. A person pleading adverse possession has no equities in his favour since 

he is trying to defeat the rights of the true owner. It is for him to clearly 
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plead and establish all facts necessary to establish adverse possession. In 

Chatti Konati Rao & Ors. vs. Palle Venkata 7 Subba Rao, (2010) 14 

SCC 316 in para 14 held as under:-- 

“14. In view of the several authorities of this Court, few 
whereof have been referred above, what can safely be 
said is that mere possession however long does not 
necessarily mean that it is adverse to the true owner. It 
means hostile possession which is expressly or impliedly 
in denial of the title of the true owner and in order to 
constitute adverse possession the possession must be 
adequate in continuity, in publicity and in extent so as to 
show that it is adverse to the true owner. The possession 
must be open and hostile enough so that it is known by 
the parties interested in the property. The plaintiff is 
bound to prove his title as also possession within twelve 
years and once the plaintiff proves his title, the burden 
shifts on the defendant to establish that he has perfected 
his title by adverse possession. Claim by adverse 
possession has two basic elements i.e. the possession of 
the defendant should be adverse to the plaintiff and the 
defendant must continue to remain in possession for a 
period of twelve years thereafter.” 

34. In T. Anjanappa & Ors. vs. Somalingappa & Anr., (2006) 7 SCC 570, 

Hon‟ble Supreme Court held that mere possession, howsoever long it may 

be, does not necessarily mean that it is adverse to the true owner and the 

classical requirement of acquisition of title by adverse possession is that such 

possessions are in denial of the true owners‟ title. 

35. Hence, from the common understanding of law enunciated by the Hon‟ble 

Apex Court, this court finds that primary burden lies upon the person to 

prove his possession continuously for 12 years or more and such possession 

must be free and continuous adverse to the true owners title. Hence, the 

defendant/appellant has got the burden to prove the legal elements of 

establishing his adverse possession over the suit land.  

36. Now arriving again to the instant case in hand this court finds that the 

defendant has not adduced any evidence either in documentary or oral in 

form to prove that he was in possession of the suit land since 1983 and 

1984 respectively. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendant illegally 

encroached upon the suit land on 10-12-2002 and on 09-10-2010 

respectively. The defendant pleaded that he was in uninterrupted possession 
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since 1983 and 1984 respectively. The defendant in his cross-examination 

stated the plaintiff sold the land measuring 4 Bighas 2 Kathas 18 lessas and 

4 Bighas 4 Kathas covered by dag no.276, 277 and 284 to Bijay Bora but the 

said land is in his possession and said Bijay Bora as PW-3 deposed that the 

said land was purchased by him from the plaintiff in the year 2006 and he 

has taken possession of his purchased land and is still in his possession. He 

further stated that the defendant forcefully encroached upon the land of the 

plaintiff on 09-10-2010. PW-5 also in his cross-examination deposed that the 

defendant has been running his line hotel since from 3-4 years ago. The 

defendant on the other hand to establish that he was running line hotel 

since 1983 has not adduced any evidence to prove the same. Although he 

stated in his cross-examination that there are many people who works in his 

line hotel but failed produce them as a witness to establish that defendant is 

running line hotel since 1983.  

37.  DW-1 during his cross-examination himself admitted plaintiffs are the 

owners of the suit land. He also admitted during his cross-examination that 

he has not filed any document in this suit concerning the suit land and 

owners of the suit land are Dimbeswar Nath, Girish Nath and Dimbeswari 

Devi i.e. the plaintiffs. He does not know if the said land of the plaintiff was 

previously owned by their father Mohiram Nath. He has not paid any land 

revenue of the suit land. The plaintiff may pay the rent, but he does not 

know. He does not know if the pattadar Mohiram Nath had sold 4 Bighas 3 

Kathas 13 lessas of land from the suit dag-patta to Nomol Keot and Bhola 

Keot by way registered sale deed on 07-03-1973. But he knows that in the 

Chitha and Jamabandi there are names of Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot.  He 

does not know if after selling of land measuring 4 Bighas 3 Kathas 13 lessas 

by Mohiram Nath to Nomol Keot and Bhola Keot through registered sale 

deed, the Lat Mandal and Kanango by mistake mutated the entire suit patta 

land in their names. He has a line hotel named Gabharu Line Hotel over the 

suit land concerning which suit was pending since long. He has also not 

made witnesses his neighboring people.   

38. As such, it is seen that version of the defendant in respect of ownership of 

the plaintiffs over the suit land appears to be a clear admission of fact and it 
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can‟t be observed that plaintiffs are taking the benefit of defendant‟s plea 

because of the fact that defendant himself and put forwarded explicit 

admission regarding the ownership of the suit land of the plaintiffs and such 

facts being relevant cannot be overlooked or thrown away. As such, same is 

admissible in nature in evidence and same cannot be used as weakness of 

defendant‟s case that favors the case of the plaintiffs.  

39. Certainly, the entries of the names of the plaintiffs in revenue records does 

not confer title but here in this case, names of the plaintiffs were being 

recorded over the suit land as they inherited the suit property from their 

predecessor named Late-Mahiram Nath and DW-1 admitted during his cross-

examination ownership of plaintiffs over suit land. The defendant claimed his 

title on adverse possession admitting the title of the plaintiffs, since to claim 

his title on adverse possession he needs to admit the ownership of its true 

owner and subsequently by elapse of 12 years openly, freely and adversely 

against the true owner the fact of extinguishment of title comes into play as 

per section 27 of Limitation Act. So the ratio of Hon‟ble Apex Court referred 

by the appellant side shall not apply to the instant case and the plea of 

ownership of plaintiffs/respondents stands succeed when the defendant 

failed to prove the plea of adverse possession, as in the other way the 

defendant had admitted during his cross-examination the ownership of the 

plaintiff over the suit land and in this case, the defendant failed to establish 

its adverse claim of title over the suit land. Hence, defendant‟s admission in 

respect of right, title and interest of plaintiffs over the suit land established 

the right, title and interest of plaintiffs/respondents over the suit land and as 

such it not be proper to say that this court is deciding the right, title, interest 

of plaintiffs over the suit land solely on the basis of mutation entries. 

40. Therefore, in the light of the aforesaid discussion, this court is of considered 

opinion that plaintiffs have got their right, title and interest over the suit land 

and defendant illegally occupying the disputed property in the year 2010 by 

taking advantage of dismissal of suit as well as first appeal of plaintiffs in TS 

No.37/04. The defendant failed to lead any evidence to prove his adverse 

possession over the suit land since from the year 1983. The defendant even 

failed to bring any witness to establish the plea and per contra, the 
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witnesses of the plaintiff‟s side have categorically proved and established the 

entire case of the plaintiff.  

41. In the result, it can be safely concluded here that balance of probability 

favors the case of the plaintiff/respondents and same appears to be 

sufficient to turn the scale in favour of the plaintiffs/respondents. 

Accordingly, this court finds that the findings of the learned trial court below 

in respect of Issue Nos. 3 and 4 not deserves any interference from this first 

appellate court and consequently those are upheld.  

42.  Now, coming to the issue No.4 that relates to the question whether the 

plaintiffs entitled to decree as prayed for. In the light of the discussion 

and decision of Issue Nos.2 and 3, this court is constrained to opine that 

plaintiff/respondents are entitled to reliefs as prayed for and the learned trial 

court below has rightly decreed the suit and had not committed any error in 

decreeing the suit and as such the findings of the learned trial court does 

not deserve any interference from this first appellate court and the same is 

upheld.  

43.  In the result, the judgment and decree passed by the learned trial court is 

upheld. Appeal preferred by the appellants is dismissed with cost. Prepare a 

decree accordingly.  

44. The appeal is disposed of on contest with cost. Send down the Case Record, 

along with a copy of this Judgment to the ld. Court. Given under my hand & 

seal of the Court on the 24th January‟2020. 

(N. J. Haque) 
Civil Judge 

                         Tezpur, Sonitpur 
Dictated and corrected by me 

 

Dictation taken and  

Transcribed be me: 

        

(J. K Muru), Steno.   

 

 

 

(N. J. Haque) 

Civil Judge 

Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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ANNEXURE 

Plaintiff Witnesses:   
i PW-1     : Girish Nath 
ii PW-2     : Bholaram Keot 
iii PW-3     : Bijoy Bora 
iv PW-4     : Kamal Nath 
v PW-5     : Kamil Barla 
vi PW-6     : Anjali Mech 
vii PW-7     : Amiya Kr. Roy 

         
Plaintiff Exhibits:  

i Ext.1 : Photo copy of Katcha Patta showing land      
  revenue in name of Sri Mohiram Nath of Patta  
  No.80      

ii Ext.2   : Photo copy of certified copy of Chitta of  
     different dags  

iii Ext.3   : Photo copy of certified copy of Jamabandi of PP  
     No.22 (new) 

iv Ext.4   : Photo copy of certified copy of Jamabandi of PP  
     No.66 (new) 

v Ext.5   : Photo copy of certified copy of Jamabandi of PP  
     No.75 (new) 

vi Ext.6 and 7  : Photo copy of certified copies of Jamabandi of  
     PP No.47 

vii Ext.8   : Certificate of mutation in the name of Girish  
     Nag 

viii Ext.9   : Certificate of demarcation and possession of  
     land by Gaon Bura 

ix Ext.10-10(3)  : Photo copy of land revenue paid receipt 
x Ext.11   : Photo copy of certified copy of mutation in the  

     name of Sri Bijay Borah 
xi Ext.12   : Photo copy of land revenue paid receipt 
xii Ext.13   : Sale deed 

Defendant Witnesses: :  
i DW-1     : Dadhiram Nath 

Defendant Exhibits :  :  NIL 
 
 

 
(N. J. Haque) 

                                                                                                 Civil Judge 
                         Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 


